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Agility & 

dev productivity

Talent

Outsourcing changes

Going global quickly Improved availability

Improved security Cost reduction

IoT

Common migration drivers



Migration business outcomes

Build and operate your foundation for innovationAgility

Obtain substantial cost savings, freeing up resources to focus on 

what differentiates your business

Operational 

efficiency

Migrate through a secure and proven approach that reduces IT risks 

by moving to a more resilient IT model Reduced risk



How do I create a business case?

What do I have in my environment? 

How do I get started? 

How do I move these workloads?

What do we do after we migrate? 

Common questions 

What should I move to the cloud? 

How do I get my team re-skilled? 



One of North America’s largest natural gas pipeline 
networks

• Operates 92,600 KM (57,500 mi.) of pipeline

• Transports ~25 percent of continental demand

• Over 650 Bcf of gas storage capacity

Premier liquids pipeline system

• 4,900 KM (3,000 mi.) of pipeline

• Keystone System transports ~20 percent of 
Western Canadian exports

• Safely delivered more than 2 billion barrels of 
Canadian oil to US markets

One of the largest private-sector power generators 
in Canada

• 10 power plants, 6,000 MW

• Low-emissions portfolio includes nuclear and 
natural gas generation

TC Energy 
(TXS/NYSE: TRP)



Our IT Landscape didn’t position us for the future
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6 Data centers

Traditional IT workforce

7,000 facilities

with network 

connectivity

2,700+
Business applications

Large, 

risk-averse 

organization

• Not sustainable 

• Too expensive to maintain 

• No budget for value add or 

innovation

• Not future positioned 

• No value proposition for 

business to invest with IS 

X servers

Data center consolidation



We went from exploring the cloud to going all-in 

Get off the treadmill

Share the wins 

More high value work 

for teams

Exceed cost saving 

targets

Set up for future 

innovation=The cloud gave us 

more than cost 

savings



We will complete migration in 2020

Current            EOY 2019          EOY 2020

On track

99%86%68%



Guiding principles for success 

1 Smart setup

2 Lift and shift only

3 Build a factory

4 Reinventing people

5 Plan for a journey



1.  Smart setup with AWS

Portfolio Discovery

& Migration Planning

AWS 

Landing Zone

Cloud Operating ModelCloud Center of 

Excellence

Security &

Compliance

Customer Migration 

Business Case

We worked with AWS on migration readiness planning (MRP)
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2. Discipline on lift and shift

Rehost
Replatform

Migrate

Lift & ShiftCloud Allowed

Modify 

infrastructure

Maintain a targeted focus: 
Get to the cloud fast
• No upgrades or enhancements

• Lift and shift for all possible applications

• Provided remediation to base requirements 
through our Cloud Allowed project track
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3.  Build a factory

We worked together to build a migration factory, and then we 

brought the efforts internally

Wave Readiness Pre-Migration Migration Wave Closure

1

Develop Application 
Package (pre-wave)

2 Develop Blueprints

3

Fine tune Migration 
Checklist

4

Reboot, Test, 
Initiate Change, 
Communicate

5

Dry Run

6

Validate target 
LZ

Deploy Target 
DB, Seed

7

Initiate SMS 
replication Job

8

Kaiburr Deploy - ec2, elb, sg, 
test

9

DB-Update
App Config

10

Infra and App Testing, 
Validation

11

Warranty (Ops)

12

Update App Package, 
Handover

App Readiness Ready to Migrate Migration Complete Handover
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4.  We helped our team reinvent itself

400+ hours of 

in-class AWS 

training

36 attendees 

at AWS 

re:Invent 2019 

6 AWS Immersion 

Days in Calgary &

Houston

35

roadshow 

visits

100+ 

active 

Linux 

Academy 

licenses

20% of IS 

AWS 

Certified

4 business units 

engaged in a 

transformational  

digital initiative 

Over 250 

employees 

engaged 

in cloud 

updates
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5.  Plan for a journey  

Build 

cloud 

capability

Migrate

Optimize 

&

automate

Innovate

We have built a foundation for reliability 

and scalability

Get application footprint to the cloud

Manage costs and create repeatable 

processes and controls

We have the people, processes, and 

technology to innovate

Digital transformation

With the cloud as the foundation, we can 

begin to transform how people drive 

business outcomes at TC Energy

Cloud 

strategy

Get off the “physical” treadmill

Optimize later 

The goals, stakeholders, partners, and challenges vary at each step

If you aren’t born in the cloud, this is a significant transformation
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What’s next?

Cloud computing

Robotics &

automation

Internet of 

Things (IoT)

Collaboration 

& productivity

Artificial intelligence 

& machine learning

Big data &

analytics

Building on our cloud foundation, we continue to evolve our 

capabilities across our digital pillars to deliver solutions that support 

the target outcomes of our business stakeholders

TC Energy is evolving capabilities across 6 digital pillars



Digital business has three steps

Optimization

Enablement

Transformation

Digital 

business Super charge 

existing business

Net new business models 

and products

Platform for optimization 

and transformation

Each step 

requires the 

foundations of 

the previous … 

and plan for the 

next



Migration to AWS creates value beyond cost savings

Cost savings Staff productivity  Business agility
Operational 

resilience

“Expect to save $32 million 

in the first five years”

Edmunds

“Avoided acquiring 

additional data center 

space, saving an estimated 

$1M+ over three years”

Lionsgate

“Reducing its data center 

footprint from eight to 

three by 2018”

Capital One

“30–40%% increase in 

operational performance” 

Conde Nast

“Without AWS, we would 

need the DevOps team to 

be at least twice the size”

Avizia

“We’ve moved from 

deployments taking 6 weeks 

to 1 per week” 

3M

“Reduced downtime by 

60%”

Trainline

“We have enhanced software 

development by 20%”

Orbis

“With half the people 

normally required to build 

and operate sites”

Bustle

“We're seeing up to 99.99% 

availability”

Vodafone Italy

“Our projects no longer last 

years; they last months”

Autodesk

“Buildouts and 

deployments occur 

5x faster”

Intuit



Assessment Readiness & planning Migration Operations & 

optimizations

Migration process: Assessment



Discover and build your business case 

Annual On-Premises
Cost

Direct Match to AWS Rightsized to AWS

36%
Savings



Elastically match supply & demand

Eliminate hardware refresh programs 

Eliminate maintenance programs

Transparency drives a lean mindset

Building the business case using value drivers

Cost savings



Automation drives maintenance efficiencies 

Reduced cost of planned and unplanned outages 

Increased developer productivity

Building the business case using value drivers

Staff productivity

Cost savings



Reduced risk profile; reduced cost of risk mitigation 

Revenue & margin improvements due to reduced outages

Workforce productivity

Cost avoidance

Building the business case using value drivers

Staff productivity

Cost savings

Operational 

resilience



Reduced time to market & innovate

Increased operational agility (new market penetration, 

divestiture, and acquisition) 

Building the business case using value drivers

Business agility

Operational 

resilience

Staff productivity

Cost savings



Live Nation gained agility, security, and availability 
while lowering costs

Cost savings Business agility
Operational 

resilience

58%
Total cost savings: 

18% immediate and 

another 40% after 

optimizations

99.999%
Application 

availability, 

up from 99.9%

10x
Increase in 

innovation pipeline

50%
Reduction in 

traditional IT 

operations tasks

“We no longer need to worry about data center, 

server, or hypervisor security, which allows us to 

focus our attention on securing our applications.”

Jake Burns, former VP of Cloud 

Services, Live Nation

Staff 
productivity  



Migration readiness assessment
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Business

Value realization

People

Roles and readiness

Governance 

Prioritization and control 
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Platform

Applications and infrastructure 

Security

Risk and compliance

Operations

Hybrid and dynamic



Live Nation gained agility, security, and availability 
while lowering costs

Jake Burns, former Vice President of 

Cloud Services, Live Nation

“We no longer need to worry about data 

center, server, or hypervisor security, 

which allows us to focus our attention on 

securing our applications.”

“Go faster than what 

is comfortable” 
Michael Rapino, CEO, Live Nation

Business agility

Operational 

resiliance

Staff productivity

Cost savings
58% Total cost savings: 18% 

immediate and another 40% 

after optimizations

50% Reduction in traditional 

IT operations tasks

99.999% Application 

availability, up from 99.9%

10x Increase in 

innovation pipeline



Other migration success stories

Consolidating 56 data centers to 6, moved 75% of infrastructure to cloud, 

reallocated more than $100M to key business drivers

Migrated over ~5,500 instances in 9 months, reduced storage costs by 50% 

and compute costs by 20%, and sped up provisioning 10x, from 4 weeks to 2 

days

Realized a 52% reduction in TCO

Migrated over 600 workloads to AWS in under 14 months, including some 

Unix to Linux conversions, driving year-over-year cost reduction, and cut 

processing time from 36 hours to 10 seconds

Releases over 50+ deployments per hour



Assessment Readiness & planning Migration Operations & 

optimizations

Migration process



Executive sponsorship is the starting point

“In my experience, it can be fatal if 

you don’t have the support of a 

single-threaded executive leader 

during the transition."

Jonathan Allen

former Chief Technology Officer

Capital One Banks UK 



Assessment Readiness & planning Migration Operations & 

optimizations

Migration process: Readiness & planning



Foundational capabilities

Cloud enablement engine

Technical training 

Hiring people & partners

Communication plan

Landing zone

Security foundation 

Migration tools

Operations tools

Operations model 

Provisioning 

Billing optimization 

Security operations

People Process Tech



Cloud platform engineering

Platform

Operations

Security

Cloud business office

Product Architecture
Onboarding

OCM

Financial Delivery Training

Cloud leader

Product owner

Financial analyst

OCM/Training specialist

Cloud architect

Platform engineers

Cloud business office

Architecture 

alignment

Product 

management

Onboarding
Financial 

management

Training
Org change 

management

Delivery management

Initial cloud enablement 

engine
(6–12 months) 

Cloud platform engineering

Platform

Operations

Security

Cloud 

foundation 

team

(0–6 months)

Cloud enablement engine @ scale
(12+ months) 

Cloud enablement engines



Landing zone facilitates getting started 

Set up 
environment

Enable control

Establish 
cost controls

Manage 
accounts 

and policies

Improve 
over time

AWS Control Tower



Migration planning 

Asset

Inventories

CMBD

Tribal

Knowledge

SLA/OLA

App

Configuration

Data

Performance

Information

Architecture

Applications

Infrastructure

Performance

Applications

Infrastructure

Performance

Cost model

Migration patterns

Resource model

Project plan

Business case

Disconnected and 
incomplete data 

Discover and 
organize data

Outcomes

Automation and guidance 



Application migration strategies

Discovery

Use Migration 
Tools

Replatforming
(Lift & Reshape)

Transition Production

Retain / 
Not Moving

Redesign 
Application/

Infrastructure Architecture
App Code 

Development

Purchase COTS/
SaaS & licensing

Validation

Modify underlying
Infrastructure

Full ALM / 
SDLC

Config DeployInstall

Retire / 
Decommission

Determine
Migration

Path

Automate

Manual Install 
& Setup

Integration

Determine
new platform

Docker / vMotion
Determine

configuration

Assess / 
Prioritize



Assessment Readiness & planning Migration Operations & 

optimizations

Migration process: Migration



Simplify and accelerate migration with CloudEndure 

Non-disruptiveFlexibleFast 

Simple setup 

lets you start in 

minutes

Robust, predictable, 

nondisruptive 

continuous replication 

and minimal cutover 

windows

Wide range of OS, 

application, and 

database support

Highly secure 

for regulated 

environments

Secure

CloudEndure Migration is now free to all AWS customers  



Assessment Readiness & planning Migration Operations & 

optimizations

Migration process: Operations and optimizations



• AWS Service Catalog

• AWS Systems Manager

• AWS Management tools & 

services

• Modeling and provisioning

• Automation and operations

• Monitoring and logging

• Third-party tools

Self-managed

• 40+ curated services 

• “Month-to-month” terms

• Addresses security & 

compliance 

(PCI/SOC/ISO/HIPAA/NIST 

certified/compliant) 

• 7 management services 

provided

AWS Managed Services

• 100+ AWS Managed Service 

Partners (MSP)

• Certification program 

• Third-party audit

• Full life cycle services

Partner-managed

Operating your cloud



Partners to help you migrate

MAP Investments can only be made with Migration Competency Partners

https://aws.amazon.com/migration/partner-solutions/

• At least Advanced level AWS Consulting partner 

• AWS certifications and certified consultants 

• Audited annually against competencies

https://aws.amazon.com/migration/partner-solutions/
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AWS Training and Certification for the enterprise
Resources to help your organization build cloud skills and achieve business objectives

Cost savings 

(TCO)

Staff 

productivity

Operational 

resilience
Business

agility

Digital training Classroom training AWS Certification Enterprise resources Talent pipeline

Comprehensive skill development plan for broad cloud fluency

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/enterprise



AWS Professional Services

Accelerate your business outcomes

AWS Training  and Certification

Build skills and validate expertise

AWS Managed Services

Operate your AWS infrastructure on your 

behalf

AWS Support

Break-fix, issue resolution, and 

proactive guidance

AWS IQ

On-demand help from AWS 

certified third-party experts

AWS customer enablement
Migrate and build faster in the cloud

APN Partners

A global network with deep AWS expertise



Thank you!
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